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Statement by the UAW-CIO International Executive Board:
The International Executive Board has condu.:::ted full hearings on the allegations
against Vice-President Richard T. Gosser.

Kore than fifty witnesses, representing

all points of view in the controversy, testified before the Board at its meeting in
Toledo on June 7 and 8.

Further test imony was heard

L~

ing on June 9, 11 and 12, as well as a full and complete

Detroit at the Board's meet
repo~t

from the Union's

Special Investigating Committee which had spent several weeks in Toledo checking
every aspect of the controversy.
On the basis of this testimo:1y and the report of the Union's Investigating
Committee, the Board found that the allegations made against Vice-President Gosser
were reckless and irresponsible, based on rumor, gossip and hearsay, and unsub
stantiated by supporting evidence.
In a separate action, t:1e Board a.pproved a report by the Investigating Committee
concerning lawsuits directed against Vice-President Gosser and other Union officials
in the Toledo area.

It was the

unan~nous

decision of this

Co~~ttee

that the

allegations made in each of the sepc.rate lawsuits '.'rere with0ut foundation.
Both actions of the Board were by unanimous vote.. Vice-President Gosser
abstained from voting in both cases.
The Committee

fu~ther

found that the lawsuits were inspired and financed by

Paul Block, Jr., Toledo monopoly new:;PQ,p3r publisher who is spearheading management I s
drive against the Union and its leadership, and against the legitimate demands of
the membership of our Union in the Toledo area.
Under oath,

~1r.

Paul Block, Jr., who is spearhb2.0.ing the employers' anti-union

drive, admitted that he

h~d

suggested the lawsuits against Richard Gosser and the
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UA\J-CIO, and that he had obtained the attorneys and was financing them in their
prosecution of the lawsuits against the UAW-CIO.
The Committee was of the unanimous opinion that the charges are malicious and
unfounded and designed to damage or defeat the UAW-CIO in its fight for pensions
for workers in the Toledo area.
Representatives of the employers told Vice-President Gosser of the UAW-GIO
that unless he withdrew the demands of the Union for an area pension plan, the
employers had organized and were prepared to finance a campaign to destroy Gosser
and the leadership of the UAW in Toledo.
This brazen ultimatum served on Vice-President Gosser by the organized employers
of Toledo

~ms

on the basis of surrender or be destroyed.. When Vice-President

Gosser refused to water down the Union's demands or surrender in the face of manage
mentIs ultimatum, the employers of Toledo established the "Committee to Save Toledo's
Payrollsfl, the employer organization for carrying out the threat vhich they made.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars hav.e been contributed to that Committee by
Toledo employers holding contracts with the UAi"J-CIO to defeat the efforts of the
UAW-CIO to win an area pension agreement for the workers in their plants.
In the atmosphere ~reated by this employer-organized and employer-financed

campaign against the UAW and its leadership, members of a minority political caucus
opposed to Vice-President Gosser joined the employers in their attack.
The members of this minority group apparently saw an opportunity for good fish
ing in the troubled

~~ters

stirred up by Toledo employers and their mouthpieces,

the Toledo newspapers.
The leadership of this minority group, in complete disregard of their Union and
the welfare of its membership, over a period of weeks continued to feed the Toledo
anti-union press with. irresponsible and Mnsupported allegations concerning Vice
President Gosser.
These people at no time resorted to the democratic constitutional procedures
provided for in our constitution through which members have a right to seek redress
within the Union.
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It was only after a great deal of difficulty and numerous meetings that the
International Executive Board finally succeeded in obtaining the written statement
of the allegations which was presented to the Board on June 7 in behalf of the
"Committee for Democratic Unionisml I and signed by Harold Billheimer, Chairman, and
Edward John Duckl Secretary.
Many of the allegations submitted to the International Executive Board on
June 7 were the same allegations which formed the basis of the organized employers'
attack against Vice-President Gosser and the leadership of the Union in Toledo.
The Board has heard testimony on and given careful consideration to the
allegations of this minority and we find that the allegations upon which they base
their case are not sUbstantiated by evidence.

For example:

They alleged that Local 12 is substantially bankrupt.

An official audit

recently completed by the International Union shows that Local Union No. 12, UAW
CIO, and its Building Corporation had total assets as of December 31, 1949, of
$365,334.04.

The total assets are represented by cash assets of $188,623.58 and

fixed assets in property and equipment of

~ 176,7l0.46.

Actually the real estate

o\<lIled by the local union is worth approximately $250,000, which is considerably in
excess of the purchase price paid by the local for such property.
They alleged that the unit funds of Local 12 have been expended in IIcarrying
out Brother Gosser's foolish projects" and that no unit could withdraw its funds as
provided for by the International Constitution and the By-Laws of Local 12.
The recent audit of Local 12's books completely disproves this allegation.
Unit funds have not been spent for purchases made by the local union.
have been made out of the general funds of the local union.

Such purchases

Such purchases were not

authorized by Vice-President Gosser but the minutes of the local union clearly in
dicate were voted democratically by the membership of Local Union 12 at their
membership meeting.
The audit by the International· Union as of December 31, 1949 showed unit funds
of Local 12 to be on deposit in the amount of $55,080.20.
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Spokesmen for the political minority further alleged that Vice-President
Gosser ordered an appeal of the decision of the Court of Appeals of Lucas County
to the state Supreme Court in order to block inspection of the books of the Auto
mobile Workers Building Corporation by

Bolman and his agents.

~~.

The facts with respect to this appeal completely disprove their allegation
since the decision to appeal the ruling of the Court of Appeals of Lucas County to
the state Supreme Court was not made by Vice-President Gosser but was made by Emil
Mazey, Secretary-Treasurer of the International Union, upon the advice of the
General Counsel of the International Union,

}~.

Irving Levy.

This case was appealed because it could set a dangerous precedent detrimental
to organized labor if allowed to stand unchallenged, since it involved the principle
of permitting non-members of the Union to have access to Union records which are
the property of the Union membership.
If this lawsuit had not been appealed to the Supreme Court of Ohio, the Union
in effect would be opening its records to

tw.

Paul Block, Jr., ovmer of the Toledo

Blade, who is spearheading the employers' anti-labor drive and who is financing
this particular lawsuit against the Union.
The obvious falseness of these three allegations is typical of the character
of the balance of the allegations&
The UAH is a clean, democratic and progressive Union.

He are detennined to

keep it that way, and to protect it against its enemies both within and without the
Union.
Vice-President Gosser has played an important role in building our Union and
has made a great contribution towards improving the working conditions and raising
the living standards of the workers in the Toledo area by winning contract standards
which in many cases have pioneered for the American labor movement.
It is precisely because Vice-President Gosser has fought hard to win gains
for the workers and has refused to yield to the organized pressure of the employers
and their newspaper mouthpiece that he has been made the target of the current
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Up to the time that the employers served their ultimatum upon Gosser and
initiated the current attack, the City of Toledo had enjoyed an unpreced'ented
period of labor peace for which Vice-President Gosser had been given considerable
credit for his contribution on the Labor Kanagement Citizens Committee by both
the general public and r-ir. Block's two ne"lspapers.
The unprincipled editorials of the Toledo press and the viciousness of the
employers I offensive indicate clearly that nothing short of surrender on the part
of the Union would satisfy their hysterical appetites.
The UAW-CIO serves notice upon the employers of Toledo that we are determined

to mobilize the full strength and resources of our Union in the fight to meet this
management offensive and to win for the v:orkers in Toledo the benefits to which
they are rightfully entitled.
The workers in Toledo are entitled to make progress with the workers in the
other parts of our industry and we are determined to win for them a fuller measure
of economic security and human dignity despite all of the obstacles put in our
way through the organized efforts of the employers in Toledo.
The membership of our Union will receive a full and detailed report on the
Toledo situation.
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